
Mothwing Camo Technologies got a jump on other ATA exhibitors by
hosting a press breakfast the first morning with the aid of licensees Sitka and
Ogio and with help from its ad and pr agency, Bear Enthusiast Marketing Group.
Above, Bear’s Amy Brown models a Game Day cap that is a spin-off of the Winter
Mimicry pattern. The background and limb structure can be changed to team
colors, similar to how Mothwing is developing a new Race Day camo series for
racing fans. Above right, Mothwing’s Shad Pyper shows Dan Beraldo (right) of
Petersen’s Bowhunting one of three new sled-style packs from Ogio. At right,
this new Fall Mimicry pattern has a background formed from close-ups of five
different moth wings. Mothwing Camo now has seven patterns available in fab-
rics, adhesive vinyl and as film for hard goods.

Mothwing’s own clothing line will feature a high-tech cotton this year,
treated to remain water repellent in the field through up to 80 washings. Find
out more by calling the Knoxville, Tennessee firm at (877) MOTHWING.

Leopold’s Vici Peters (left) is the Marketing Development
Leader for hunting and shooting products at the 100-year-old
Beaverton, Oregon optics company. She was joined by Drew
Niehaus of the Swanson Russell Associates ad agency in pre-
senting a couple new models. Peters, a former product
designer who has spent 18 years with the firm,
has a new Boone & Crockett edition of the
rangefinder. It still takes into account slope to
target to give your hunter true ballistic range,
but now he can set a scale inside to help deter-
mine the spread of the rack on the buck or bull
he is ranging. If your customer is a rifle hunter
who’s carrying a new Boone & Crockett scope
from Leupold, the rangefinder also indicates
which aim point to use.

True ballistic range is also provided by a new waterproof
rangefinding binocular from Leupold. Drew Niehaus holds it
in black, or you can order the 9 power RXB-IV unit in the
Mossy Oak Brush finish shown in the photo at lower left.

Reach Leopold by calling (503) 646-9171.
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New Archery Products President Andy Simo
(right) checks out a pocket-sized digital camera
being marketed by Supacam’s Brad Gordon. It’s a
digital still camera that captures 12 megapixel
images and has an 8x zoom. It’s also a tape-free dig-
ital video camera. Plus the unit plays MP3 music files.
You can find out more at the www.supacam.com
website or by calling the Irvine, California firm at
(949) 929-9253.

77Circle 139 on Response Card

Melvin Deien of
Compound Bow Rifle
Sight (left) had no
trouble explaining his
front-rear sighting sys-
tem to Mike Rennell

and Lynn Eagle of Eagle Archery
Supplies of Logan City, Queensland,
Australia. Rennell said he’s seen many
cases where a person can benefit from
that type of sight because they have to
shoot without aiming with their domi-
nant eye. The dominant eye can also
change as a person ages, he said.

Deien will tell you that any shoot-
er can benefit from a sight that has
them line their front aim point
between twin aim points on a buck-
horn style rear sight. For one thing, it
reveals any torquing of the bow and it
also eliminates the need for a rear
peep.

You can reach Deien in Illinois at
(618) 526-4427.
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The Airow Paintball Gun  by BowTech was shot in the
busy demonstration area by Bonnie Struble of K&B Archery.
The store is a BowTech dealer and will test sales for the new
archery accessory. Serious paintball enthusiasts are using
automatic weapons fed by large, motorized magazines, hus-
band Keith noted, so this new weapon won’t win any pitched
battles. But it may appeal to bowhunters who will don pro-
tective goggles and develop their own, more stealthy version
of the game. Reach the manufacturer at (888) 689-1289.

National Sales Manager Gary Litch will be capitalizing on
the synergy between well-known bow and scent brands. A
controlling interest in Doc’s Deer Products and Whisper
Creek Archery, formerly separate brands, have been pur-
chased by the owners of Milltree, a major producer of pallets.
As part of the Milltree Outdoors Product Group, the brands
will be promoted heavily on the Doc’s Team Extreme hunting
show that runs on The Sportsman Channel and The Men’s
Channel.

Litch said plans call for a line of three Doc’s branded
bows built by Whisper Creek Archery to be offered to the
chains and box stores
and sold on-line, while
five more Whisper
Creek models are tar-
geted to full service
retailers. The 31 inch
Innovator Pro (photo
right) is a 2007 model
in the Whisper Creek
line, loaded with
shock-dampening fea-
tures. There’s damping
material layered in the
riser and idler. The
eccentrics float on
axles that slide on lin-
ear guide pins so
there’s no solid con-
nection between riser
and axle as in most
brands. The 3 Pivot
Pocket System has the
BowACTUATOR tech-
nology that’s a trade-
mark of this brand.You
can reach the bow-
builder at (800) 499-
5529, or the scent sup-
plier at (330) 539-9572.

Does the company truck need repainting? Maybe you
ought to wrap it in camo instead. Camowraps sells self-adhe-
sive vinyl sheets printed with popular camos like the Realtree
AP on the left side, Realtree APG on the right.

Martin Gomez said the 4 by 5 foot sheets of camo carry a
five-year-warranty against fading. Originally developed for
use as accent pieces and to protect lower doors and fenders
from chips, Camowraps are now being used in some cases to
do a complete camo make-over. To apply, just give the car or
truck a good wash, then use alcohol to remove any remaining
oil or wax. You can remove the camo wrap at any time, with-
out damaging paint or leaving a residue.

For more information, call Camowraps at (985) 607-0023.
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VaporTrail’s Steve Fondie (left) and brother Jarrod (center)
and are adding some new product categories to their well-known
strings and cables. Jarrod holds a bow with the company’s new
Limbdriver arrow rest. And dentist friend David Phillips (right) holds
a bag of Vapor Shield lozenges. The unscented lozenges help kill
human mouth odor by scrubbing the tongue and mouth with acti-
vated carbon and chlorophyll. They feel a little gritty, but they taste
better than the twigs and pine needle’s ArrowTrade’s Editor typical-
ly chews on while hunting. Reach Vapor Shield at (612) 386-8733.

Vickie Arneson (lifting elk) and Dan Frye (kneeling by prong-
horn) were at the show promoting a line of lightweight Challenger
Decoys. They’re made from the same
tough flocked vinyl used for inflatable
beds. Grips on the back let you use the
decoys for stalking. A folding support
arm can quickly be held in place with a
foot or knee, or your customer can pin
the unit down with included stakes and
strings to hunt from a blind or treestand.
For more information on deer, elk and
pronghorn models, call the Montana
firm at (406) 581-2717.

Air Rest inventor Stu Minica was back at the ATA
Show with a tuning aid he named the Bow Plane. The
device, which looks like a short arrow, is shining a 360
degree laser along his left arm. Nocked on a bow, it lets
you quickly move the rest in or out until the light rests
on the cams.Then you can use it to line up sight pins for
left and right. The unit is powered by readily-available
AAAA batteries. Reach Double Take Archery/Air Rest in
Texas at (210 722-3484.

Norway Industries  •  www.duravanes.com  •  1-800-778-4755

New from the makers of 
DURAVANES!  A vane that 
can stand up to the harshest 
equipment and use….the 
SAVAGE is the same familiar 
shape with surprising durability.  
These vanes hold their 
own when used with 
biscuit-style rests 
and any target 
on the 
market.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG

Available in eight popular 4” colors: 
white, flo yellow, lime, flo red, red, 
blue, green and black.
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Copper John’s Doug Springer (at right in photo at right)
explains how modular construction allows the firm to offer
the Dead Nuts 2 models at different price points and feature
levels. His customer is Leopoldo Satrustegui of J&P
Bowhunting, a retailer in Madrid, Spain.

The Dead Nuts 2 Hunter Pro, Micro, Supreme and
Competition all use four or six blade style metal pins fed by
each end of fiber optics that wrap the guard and are protect-
ed within durable tubes. Hunter Pro and Micro models uses
.029 fibers, while the Supreme and Competition styles use the
finer .019 fiber optics.

Business Manager Spring showed the Spanish retailer
how the 6.5 ounce Micro uses knobs and a leadscrew to gang
adjust the pins for elevation and windage. This sight comes
standard with a 2nd Axis adjustment so you can rotate the
sight head up or down to insure the bubble is perpendicular
to the earth at full draw on flat terrain.

Move your customer up to a Dead Nuts 2 Supreme we
show at lower left, and they’ll see a pair of knobs on top of the
sight body. In a few moments you can demonstrate how the

twin controls
allow them to
micro adjust
individual pins
before they fin-
ish up with the
micro windage
and elevation
a d j u s t m e n t s .

Weight is just a tad higher than on the Micro model, at 6.8
ounces. In addition to 2nd axis leveling, a 3rd axis adjustment
is provided so you can insure bubble level is also perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the bow string.

The top end for 2007 is the Dead Nuts 2 Competition
model, which has all the features of the Supreme along with a
longer mounting bar and quick-remove dovetail mount. At
the other end of the price range are two sights without the
wrapped fibers: an entry level Dead Nuts 2 Hunter and a Dead
Nuts 2 Hunter Plus with a longer direct mount and with a
level. You can reach Copper John at (315) 258-9269.

Rex Boyd, one of the owners of Lucid,
held sample multicolored bow grips made in
the Mitchell, South Dakota manufacturing
plant she and husband Clem head up. The
Boyds already supply some firearms manufac-
turers with finely finished stocks and grips, and
are looking to find more business among
archery firms. Contact them at (605) 996-7474.

Kelly Harkins was helping to showcase the latest releases from Jack
Brittingham’s World of Hunting Videos. Fans of fair chase hunting for
whitetails with giant racks will want you to stock the new Best of Buck Fever
Volume 1 and Volume 2. These new DVDs collect the best whitetail footage
from a 10 year period. The popular TV and video personality is also featured,
along with his family, in the Quest for Tanzanian Big Game 2, another two-vol-
ume issue. Reach the sales office at (800) 440-4515.
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Ron Boyce transformed a half ounce of liquid scent into
10 ounces of long-lasting solid scent with a few shakes of the
hand and about 30 seconds using the unscented 24/7 gran-
ules from MDR Outdoor Group. That means a 2 ounce bot-
tle of premium liquid scent can treat 40 ounces of this prod-
uct that keeps putting scent out for up to seven days. MDR
also makes pre-charged Dominant Buck, Doe Estrus and
Early Buck scents, in colorful shaker bottles. Reach the firm by
calling (888) 648-3718 and you can order a few as six bottles.

At left, Tru-Fire’s Steve Tentler demon-
strated a pair of new features available on
that line of American made releases.
Hurricane and Bulldog models are now
available with a Fold Back Buckle wrist strap.
The release on Tentler’s right wrist is folded
back on a circular torsion spring that forms
the attachment point between release body
and strap. Your customers won’t have to
remove their release when they want to
climb a treestand or nock an arrow, they can
simply snap it back against their forearm
and it will stay put until they pull it back into
position.

The Bulldog line also offers a new dual
position trigger like the one Tentler is hold-
ing in his left hand. It’s shown in the forward
position where the shooter gains about half
an inch of draw length. If you want to shoot
at the conventional trigger position, you just
remove a couple set screws and reattach the
trigger. Finally, you can order Bulldog releas-
es with a spring loaded trigger like
Hurricane’s have, so the shooter can more
easily snap the release onto a string or
release loop. The improvements are all avail-
able in pro-shop models. For more informa-
tion, contact Tru-Fire at (920) 923-6866.
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Retailer Bob Wilkins (right) of Black Bear Archery in St.
Georges, Delaware checks the wear on a Rinehart 18-1 target
on display in the company’s booth. The target is one that’s
already taken at least 5,000 shots, according to a testimonial
provided by Darton Archery. Wilkins carries the hard-hitting
Great Lakes crossbow line from Darton and will be stocking
the new Stryker Crossbow built by BowTech, so he said he’s
looking for tougher targets to stand up to them. The rubbery
soft compound used by Rinehart makes for easy arrow
pulling and is so durable the company has been advertising it
will replace any target your customers can shoot out in less

than a year. That message was broadcast in print ads and on
giant target models outside the convention center and above
the Rinehart booth.

Reach the Wisconsin target maker at (608) 757-8153.

Steve Fournier (left) and Rob
Smollack are generating new excitement
for the industry’s oldest continuous
camo pattern, ASAT, with advertising
and new licensees  

“ASAT came out right after the origi-
nal Trebark,” Smollack noted, “but it was
never promoted heavily.” Smollack and
Fournier took over the brand three years
ago, after their testing seemed to show it
was more effective on animals than
newer patterns with more shelf appeal.“I
had 12 to 15 other patterns we pho-
tographed with it against various back-
grounds, and nothing could touch it for
blending in,” Smollack said. “If we were
stalking animals in ASAT, it seemed like
they would look right through us.”

Smollack and Fournier put up a “We
did it right the first time” banner over the
entrance to the ATA Show, and said they were thrilled with the
level of orders placed by the independent retailers that are
part of the ARRO buying group. “The animals’ eyes haven’t
changed, the terrain hasn’t changed, so why do manufactur-
ers keep changing their camouflage patterns,” they asked.

Smollack said in their own line the 3-D version of the fab-
ric is more popular now, but in his opinion it’s the pattern and

not the shimmering leaves, that provide the concealment
edge. That’s why he was happy to see Sitka choose the ASAT
pattern as one of two brands it’s featuring on new high-tech
garments with features borrowed from rugged mountaineer-
ing clothing. That’s a Sitka garment on the mannikin

You can reach ASAT at (406) 563-9336, or see what Sitka
has to offer in this pattern by calling (877) SITKA-MG.
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Grim Reaper’s Hades fixed blade (shown below
photographed against the packaging) shares an
important feature with the company’s better known
RazorTip and RazorCut expandable heads. The blades
are all “coined” to provide a smaller edge that can be
brought to a much sharper finish.

Inventor Jay Liechty (in
red with Ron Ganslein) said
the Maxx-Edge SS blade tech-
nology gives all the blades the
strength of a .035 inch thick
backbone, combined with the
greater degree of sharpness
you can get on a .020 blade.

You can reach Grim
Reaper in Utah at (801) 377-
6199.

Lakewood Products’ Steve Wagnitz (left) held the attention of
Wisconsin retailers Kevin DeBoer and Jason VandeZande with the
vertical Bowfile case design that accepts a bow with quiver still
attached. Wagnitz has designed arrow and accessory boxes for the
new case, and offers it in black or camo, plain or embroidered with
your business name. Reach him in Wisconsin at (800) 872-8458.

Hi-Tek Sports Products’ Sam Wright (at right)talks
about the new compact BTX stabilizer with Don Gray and
Gary Boykin of Dawson Archery & Reloading, Mountain
Grove, Missouri.The BTX is part of a new generation of stabi-
lizers that are changing people’s concept of what a stabilizer
should look like. Unlike the different series of powder-filled
tube stabilizers Hi-Tek has been known for, the BTX is a 

David Bloch
has designed
many knives for
Outdoor Edge,
but the new
SwingBlade is a
collaboration with
a Swedish firm,
Eskilstuna. It pairs a
drop-point skinner
blade with a long
gutting blade that
can’t clog with fat
or hair the way typ-
ical gut hooks can.
You can reach
Outdoor Edge in
Colorado at (800)
447-Edge.
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Mike Bergeron of Mike Wieck Associates
is happy the rep group was able to link up with
the G5 Outdoors line in October of 2005. The
Wisconsin-based group covers from the East
Coast to the Rocky Mountains for the Michigan
manufacturer, and goes as far south as
Kentucky. G5 makes its products in the USA,
Bergeron noted, and has proprietary designs
and technology that are helping it to grow “at a
tremendous pace.”

Bergeron is holding a Optix sight so light
you have to wonder if it’s molded from plastic.
Its cast from magnesium, a flammable metal
that’s very dangerous to machine but that can
be molded into intricate shapes and that has
vibration deadening properties. The sight car-
ries Smart Pins that are individually micro
adjustable, and the sight also provides micro
adjustments of both windage and elevation.

G5’s Nate Grace is holding the 85 grain ver-
sion of the one-piece Montec broadheads,
formed from steel in G5s Monoflow process.
You can resharpen them just by sliding them
along a sharpening stone, Bergeron noted. “If
you look at the cost per shot, these can be the
least expensive broadheads your customers
can buy.”

Mike Jones (above) and Ron Swartz of KME
Sharpeners held the attention of ArrowTrade’s editor
through demonstrations of knife and broadhead sharpen-
ers that make other designs look pretty primitive. The
broadhead sharpener has one clamp for one piece heads
another for replaceable blades, and it incorporates a swivel
that automatically aligns the edge to the sharpening stone.
The knife sharpener incorporates a slick spherical bearing
to hold the guide rod in perfect alignment.When you’re done
with one side of the knife, you flip it over in the jig and get the
same angle on the other side.The solid cherry handle holds 4

inch stones that you can can flip over and use on both sides.
Suggested retail on the broadhead sharpener is $32.99.
Reach KME Sharpeners in New Jersey at (800) 561-4339.
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Ram Outfitters didn’t need
more than a 10-foot booth to draw
attention to its program that lets
retailers hunt free in prime
bowhunting properties. Patrick
Gaffney (facing camera at right)
isn’t the first outfitter to allow deal-
ers to choose between earning a
commission or earning a hunt for
themselves when they sell hunts
for his service. But he may be the
first to put together such a wide
network.

From its base in Jordan,
Minnesota, Ram Outfitters has set
up self-guided and semi-guided
hunts in Illinois, Wisconsin and
Minnesota. Your customers can
choose from bear, whitetail and
turkey hunts. RAM stands for Rifle,
Archery and Muzzleloading,
though with archery’s long seasons
that’s where you’ll find the greatest
opportunity for you and your cus-
tomers. You can learn more by
going on line to www.hunttro-
phies.com, or by calling Ram
Outfitters at (952) 492-2227.
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Bob Coine of Heartland Studios
was a first-time exhibitor at the show
and was promoting “Building Whitetail
Paradise.” That’s a five DVD series on
quality deer management, based in
part on his own experience improving
the deer herd on his property. Coine
also co-stars in “The Adventures of the
Deer Guys,” a comedy series that has
Coine and George Noble duo tackling
terrorists with deer hunter’s approach.
Reach Heartland Studios in Illinois by
calling (815) 732-7239.

Order Adventure Recurve Bows by October Mountain today, call
 1-800-366-4269.

Designed to meet the challenging needs of 
archers at any age for recreational use and
programs including schools, clubs, and J.O.A.D.

AdventureAdventureTMTM 48 48
ages 5-8

AADVENTUREDVENTURETMTM RRECECURVEURVE SSERIESERIES

distributed by:

AdventureAdventureTMTM 54 54
ages 7-12

AdventureAdventureTMTM 62 62
ages 11-15

AdventureAdventureTMTM 66 66
ages 14-up

RECREATION
SERIES
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Judi Collora of Mrs Doe Pees demonstrated why her compa-
ny is willing to pay more for the bottles the 2 ounce spray scents
come in.They use a nasal spray bottle, which puts a fine mist in the
air if you want to drift scent into a bedding area. Tilt it on the side
and give it a squeeze and you can send a stream of scent into a
scrape from several feet away. Flip the bottle upside down and it
drips slowly without the need to squeeze, which Collora said is
great for laying a scent trail. And the dripping rate slowly increas-
es with each drop that comes out as the air volume above the liq-
uid increases.“The farther you go the faster it drips, so you’re lay-
ing a hot trail,” she said, making it more likely the buck will follow
it toward your stand, than away from your stand.

A good way to display the fresh scents from Mrs. Doe Pees is
in a compact refrigerator like this one in the booth. Set it on a
counter and you’ll sell more scent than if you keep it in a kitchen-
style unit in the back room. Bigger bottles in this glass-front unit
hold 8 ounces, and can be used by the customer to refill spray bot-
tles.“If you sell 10 of our 8 ounce bottles, the profit will be enough
to pay for a counter-top refrigerator like this one,” she said.

Reah Mrs. Doe Pees Buck Lure in Iowa at (319) 385-3875.

Advertising inArrowTrade’s show issue that mailed December
15 helped bring more retailers to the Cougar Claw booth at the
ATA Show. But what was helping Donnie Paul (in blue shirt at left)
write good orders was an innovative new cable system. The cable
end is bright and squared, so it’s easy to see and line up in dim
light. But the break-through feature is the slot, which spans two
hole positions on the bar.That means you can use a double pin sys-
tem to adjust the position of both base and seat, staying connect-
ed with one pin while you tilt the base or seat up or down to level
it with the second pin. You could even safely inch your way around
a burl or other swelling in a tree you’ve decided is the perfect one
from which to kill
your buck. For
information on
Cougar Claw’s
three climbers
and new accesso-
ry cable, call (251)
943-1901.

Cobra’s new Boomslang sight is compact, as you can see when we
asked to photograph it sitting in Kevin Faurot’s hand. But it’s also tough,
due to a new blade-style pin that fully supports the fiber optic.Wrapped
fiber optics are routed from compact coils on the shooter side of the sight,
keeping them protected and adding to the
eye appeal when the sight is on a bow.The pin
guard is extra deep for added protection, and
the mounting bar can be flipped over to get
the pins at the right height for your customer.
And yes, that’s a film dip camo, a first for a
Cobra sight. This new model comes in black,
Realtree HD Green or the new Realtree AP pat-
tern. Call Cobra Manufacturing at (800) 352-
6272 for ordering details.
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Apple Archery Products has a
pair of energetic new owners. Kurt
Weber (above) and Gregory Jenkins of
the Flinchbaugh Company have pur-
chased Apple and its parent machine
shop business, and are now doing busi-
ness as the Flinchbaugh Kurtz
Company, with Apple LLC as a wholly
owned subsidary.

Flinchbaugh had been making
wheelchair lifts and dumbwaiters, and
is transferring production and the best
of its metal-working equipment to the
Manchester, Pennsylvania plant where
Apple’s bow presses and pro shop tools
have long been made. Weber said he’s
inherited an enthusiastic staff with lots
of good ideas for new products, and
the brand will be re-launched this
spring. Feedback from dealers will be
important too, Weber said. That feed-
back caused the new team to create, in
the weeks leading up to the show, an
adaptor so bows with super-short
limbs like the PSE Mach X and BowTech
Guardian can easily be pressed.You can
see it in action below. Reach Apple
Archery at (800) 745-8190.
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It’s nice to see retailers getting something back, and
the industry as a whole did that in a big way through the
Dealer Dream Hunts portion of the ATA Great Giveaway.
Some manufacturers were also running their own pro-
motions. Sure-Loc’s Dianne Gibbs (at left) did a mailing
before the show to the firm’s list of retailers, offering
them the chance to enter a draw for prizes including
tournament sights and Lethal Weapon hunting sights.
Drew Sizemore of South Carolina is handing his entry in.

Lethal Weapon sights have a new look this year,
thanks to a deep pin guard that’s heavily scallopped in
an isogrid design. There’s an improved pin block design
on all those hunting sights, and a new range adjustable
version for single pin fans, called the Lethal Weapon Max
ST that you can order in 3 fiber sizes, the .019, .029 or a
big .039 for older eyes.

Reach the Indiana manufacturer at (812) 689-9926.

Bruce Bretzke of Whitetail Innovators has come up with a
Scrapemaker designed to help hunters more closely mimic an
actual deer scrape.The glass-filled nylon tool has spikes to rough
up and clear the ground, a serrated edge to prepare a licking
branch, and a flat scraper for making a rub. The bottom holds a
molded hoof so your customer can leave the signature of a big
buck in the center of the scrape, as a challenge to other bucks.
Bretzke sells the tool in a kit with scents, but will be selling it
alone later this year. Reach the Scrapemaker inventor at (888)
572-7273.

Dottie Nelson of Nelson’s Arrows said if someone had told her a few
years ago you could stabilize broadhead tipped arrows with a short, stiff
vane like the Predator from Norway Industries, she never would have
believed it. But she said it does seem to handle 99 percent of the setups. She
said Whisker Biscuit users ask for that or the Predator, a tougher vane

shaped like a Duravane but made
from a different material. Nelson
(far left) is shown with Jill
Haliburton, who heads Norway
Industries with sister Janis Melton
(right in photo at right). Melton
was showing retailers the new kits
Norway Industries offers for
archers who want to fletch their
own arrows, that include two col-
ors of fletching and two tubes of
instant cement. Reach Norway
Industries at (800) 778-4755 and
Nelson’s Arrows at (724) 837-6210.
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You can expect to see more of big
Dave Schroeder if your business takes
you to the deer classics hosted by
Target Communications. Schroeder
has been hired as the floor manager for
four of the five events, missing one
where he’s got a conflict with a horse
show. You can get information from
Cheryl Keller (right) on events in
Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio and
Wisconsin by calling (800) 324-3337.

T.R.U. Inc, the maker of the T.R.U. Ball Releases, is
branching out into the tournament sight business with the
introducion of the Axcel brand. Here Ben Summers shows
Naty Jaime of Robin Hood Archery, Indio, California, how dif-
ferent models offer 2, 3 and 4.5 inches of travel using a special
acme lead screw. Axcel sights have very fine adjustments, as
each click moves the pin just .00156, or 1/3 the thickness of a
human hair. You can stock them with 6, 9 or 12 inch extension
bars, or show customers the literature and order them in as
needed. Jaime can help spread the word about the new sight
line to retailers his Robin Hood Archery serves in Central and
South America. (Reach him in California at (760) 347-8828.)

Summers told ArrowTrade T.R.U. Inc. got its start as a pre-
cision maching shop and continues to
make parts for many nationally-known
companies. Sights, just like releases,
have a lot of small parts that need to be
machined so it looked like a good mar-
ket to enter, he said. “Next weekend I’ll
be at the PGA Golf Show with our new
putter, and the weekend after that we’ll
be visiting defense contractors we sup-
ply in northern Virginia.”

You can find out more about the
latest releases and sights from T.R.U. by
calling (800) 724-4878.
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Kwikee Kwiver, a name that is imbedded in the history of
archery was established in 1957 and is celebrating its 50th
Anniversary this year. Kwikee offers several different models
of bow quivers which are designed to carry carbon or alu-
minum arrows as well as either mechanical or standard
broadheads securely and safely. One of the features Kwikee is
best known for is their quick disconnect design allowing
them to be removed from the bow with a flick of a button.
Kwikee also offers a Bracket Kaddy which is an extra bow
quiver bracket that can be quickly attached to the tree allow-
ing the bowhunter to remove his quiver from his bow while

keeping his arrows close at hand.
For 2007 Kwikee is offering several new camo patterns

including Max-4 for Mathews Mission bows as well as All
Purpose and All Purpose Green. A bow quiver extension plate
called the Hi-Riser-II will raise the quiver up on the handle by
4 ¼ inches and is designed to be used with today’s short
bows. Nelson Gelinas, Jr., Shirley Gelinas and Lindsay Gelinas
were the friendly faces at the Kwikee Kwiver booth and they
can be reached at (800) 346-7001.
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Pearson Archery is one of the oldest names in archery
and is celebrating its 80th Anniversary this year but it claims
it is not getting older, it is getting better. Jon McMurray,
Pearson’s General Manager, explained to ArrowTrade its new
ETI Technology (Patent Pending) which inserts an aluminum
component into slots cut into the fiberglass limb tip. This is
more than a way to reinforce the axle hole--it means the
fiberglass above the axle is also working as the bow is drawn
and fired. “ETI stands for Energy Transfer Insert and is a
ground breaking limb modification that allows the full use
of stored energy across the total thickness of the limb,” said
McMurray. “ETI maximizes speed, increases limb efficiency
and virtually eliminates limb failure.” ETI Technology is fea-
tured on all of Pearson’s solid limb bows. New for 2007 are
the Z-32 and Z-34 models featuring single cam design which
provides high speeds and smooth draws. All of Pearson’s
solid limb bows also feature laminated Barnsdale Limbs and
PTFE Smooth Cams. The PTFE coated cams use the same
polymer that is applied to non-stick cookware. This coating
reduces the friction between the cam surface and the
strings and cables increasing the bow’s efficiency and reduc-
ing string and serving wear.

McMurray, shown below, said Pearson will be introduc-
ing a new bow in mid 2007 targeted for the ladies with a
newly designed riser. For more information on Pearson’s line
call (251) 867-8980 or visit www.benpearson.com.

For more information 
and local dealers go to: 

www.hindsightco.com 
or call 734.878.2842
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When it comes to providing protection for today’s expen-
sive outdoor gear including guns and bows DoskoSport
offers a complete line of cases to suit a wide variety of travel
and storage conditions. Chris Sides, Product Manager and
designer for DoskoSport was on hand to show off
DoskoSport’s newer hybrid bow case. “It makes no sense to
put $1,500 worth of archery gear into a $29 case,” said Sides.
“The new DLX and XLT series bow cases provide what I call a
hybrid solution by combining hard-shell strength at critical
protection points with soft-sided flexibility for the most effi-
cient storage, transport and security.”

These hybrid cases are designed for bows 38 inches axle
to axle and shorter and will accept bows complete with sights
and quivers. The interior of the case has loop straps to secure
the bow and large internal mesh pockets for easy identifica-
tion of the stored items. The case will accommodate a large

arrow case, (not included), if desired. For info on DoskoSport’s
line visit www.doskosport.com or call (817) 467-5116.

Marie Broberg, Sales Associate for Pine Ridge Products
demonstrates Pine Ridge’s new E/Z Up Treestand Pulley sys-
tem. Those hunters that use fixed position treestands know
how difficult it can be to hold the stand in position while
attempting to secure it to the tree. The E/Z Up Treestand
Pulley is designed to lift the stand from the ground and hold
it in position eliminating the need for the hunter to support
the weight of the stand while securing it to the tree.The E/Z
Up Treestand Pulley not only makes the job of hanging a
stand easier but safer as well. Also new for 2007 is a
Universal Quiver Holder and Pine Ridge’s Archer’s Allen
Wrench XL, a large Allen wrench set which handles Mathews
and BowTech limb bolts. Pine Ridge offers a complete line of
treestand accessories as well as an assortment of glues,
scent systems and camera holders. More information on
Pine Ridge Products can be found at www.piner-
idgearchery.com or by calling (877) 746-7434.

For the hunter that wants a
little more comfort and security
Mitch Banks, Sales Manager for
Banks Outdoors was on hand
to show off the Banks Stump
series blinds. The Stump series
blinds are made from a high
strength polyethylene and
offer 360 degrees of view with
swing-open windows that
allow shooting portals and ven-
tilation while protecting the
hunter from the elements. The
Stump 1-Man is specifically
designed for the rifle hunter
while the Stump 3-Man is
designed for both the rifle
hunter and bowhunter. Banks also offers a line of ATV boxes, utility
trailers and blinds for duck and goose hunters as well as ice fishing
shacks all of which are produced from polyethylene using their
roto molding process. Check out Banks complete line at
www.banksoutdoors.com or call (800) 262-4129.
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Jerry Thompson, President of Ram Products is shown
holding a bow on which is mounted his Ratchet-Loc Bow
Press. The Ratchet Loc is designed for use both at home and

in the field for safe and easy bow adjustment and repair. In
addition to the bow press Ram Products offers a complete
line of quality archery tools for both the archery pro-shop and
the do-it-yourself archer. Included in Ram’s line of quality
equipment is the Carbon QC spine tester.The Carbon QC is an
arrow spine tester that is designed to help the archer improve
their scores and hunting success by reaching the next level of
accuracy. The Carbon QC makes it easy to sort carbon arrows
for consistency of spine (dynamic stiffnesss) and precisely
index arrow nocks to the stiffest portion of the arrow shaft
resulting in tighter groups. The QC will also check the con-
centricity of mounted broadheads to +/-.0005 inches for the
maximum in hunting accuracy.

A new addition to Ram’s product lineup for 2007 is the
introduction of an ATV rack for the easy, safe and secure trans-
portation of your bow when afield, as well as a pro-shop qual-

ity bow vise.
shown here.

For more
information on
the complete
Ram Products
line call (208)
882-1396 or
see www.ram-
products.com.

Gordon Griffith, Mid-Atlantic Sales Manger
for Xtreme Outdoors holds a copy of its latest
DVD release Xtreme Whitetails 3. Xtreme
Outdoors hunting DVD’s feature gun, muzzle-
loader and bow fair chase hunts that take place in
various regions of the country. Griffith explained
“Our programs are both entertaining and educa-
tional. Unlike most hunting videos and DVD’s we
feel that ours are a real learning tool for the
hunter.” For a list of DVD’s available and ordering
information call (433) 306-3263 or go to
www.xtremeoutdoorspro.com.

TailorMaid Archery Products Inc. has been a long-time supplier of
quality bowstrings for both dealers and the bow manufacturers. New at
Tailor Maid is a no-twist bowstring that is not dependent on the type of
bowstring material being used but is based on a new string building tech-
nique. Each string has a built-in peep installer that is inserted into the
string as it is being built and that makes it easy for the dealer to “split” the
string and install the string peep. As if right on cue when ArrowTrade was
at the booth Kevin Ranney, right, stopped to talk to Marv Long, left,
President of TailorMaid and Rick Zadorski, Plant Manager. Ranney had one
of TailorMaid’s new strings installed on his bow several weeks ago and
seemed ecstatic about its performance. For more information go to
www.tailormaidbowstrings.com or call (989) 685-2223.
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Delta Sports Products offers a complete line of high quality targets to meet
the shooting demands of the bowhunter as well as realistic decoys and select
archery accessories. Jan Kresser, Delta’s National Sales Manager was on hand to
explain the technology behind the new Shot Blocker target within the McKenzie
brand. The McKenzie Shot Blocker is a layered target that uses Welded Core
Technology. Once the layers of the target have been put in place the layers are
compressed and hot rods are inserted and removed from the target. The heat
from the hot rods “welds” the layers of the target together. This process results in
consistent pressure over the entire target and eliminates the need for hardware or
mechanical bands to hold the target together allowing all four sides of the target
to be used. This welded process also eliminates the loss of compression as holes
are shot into the target. Delta Sports Products claims that the Shot Blocker is 25
percent more durable then a regular layered target while allowing arrows to be
easily removed. The new Shot Blocker comes in assorted sizes for extra customer
appeal. Call Delta Sports Products at (800) 708-0673 or visit www.deltatargets.net
or www.mckenzie3d.com or www.deltaturkeydecoys.com.

Curt Price, left,
President of Burt
Coyote Co. and Eric
Price, Vice President,
hold up an assort-
ment of their light-
ed nocks known as
the Lumenok.“Sales
are up 200 percent,”
Curt Price said. “The
Lumenok has been
a great seller for the
dealers that carry
them and that is
going to get even
better as we intro-
duced crossbow
nocks as well as
nocks for the Easton ST Epic arrows.” The new crossbow nocks are available in
both flat and crescent models.The Lumenok’s act just like a regular nock and noth-
ing special is required, simply remove the old nock and insert the Lumenok. Call
(303) 358-1602 or visit www.burtcoyote.com for more information.
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The Apex Gear line of sights is new for 2007 from Truglo.
The Apex Gear line is Truglo’s pro-series and is pro-shop ori-
ented and is designed for the hunter who demands the very

best. The Apex Gear uses all new technology to produce a
new line of products at new price points and has MAP pricing.
The Atomic model shown above gives the advantage of solid

pin support regardless of the vertical
adjustment of the sight through the
use of a pivoting elevation bracket.
Apex Gear sights are available in one,
four, five and six pin models. You also
have the option of a pivoting elevation
bracket, a conventional side bracket or
a quick release sight mount with
detents. For more information call (877)
701-APEX or check out the web site at
www.apex-gear.com.

Bob Mizek (at right) helped introduce
ArrowTrade’s John Kasun to what’s new from New
Archery Products at the booth while Tom Staszak
of the marketing department (below left) addressed
Tim Dehn and other media during the NAP portion
of a Media Direct press luncheon. The Hellrazor is a
one piece three bladed re-sharpenable broadhead.
The cut on contact head is made from 440 stainless
steel and its compact shape was specifically
designed for today’s high-speed bows. It is available
in 100 and 125 grain weights with a 1 1/8 inch cut-
ting diameter. It’s made with a photon bonding
process NAP acquired through the RazorCaps pur-

chase. Also new is the
Thunderhead Magnum,
a 170 grain head that is specifically designed for use with crossbows.
The increased weight will increase the FOC of the short crossbow bolts
for increased accuracy and penetration. NAP’s popular Spitfire broad-
head will also be available in a magnum 170 grain weight. New also is
NAP’s Thunderball magnetic nock system. A ball mounted on the string
fits into a special receiver nock on the arrow. The “ball” nock allows for
improved tuning and eliminates string torque and torque caused by
leaning cams while improving nock travel.The “ball”nock also allows for the installation of a short-
er string loop, increasing the power stroke, resulting in a faster arrow.

Designed to retail for $49.95, a new full capture drop-away rest (at left) from New Archery
products uses magnets to hold the rest in either position. It drops because of the simple fric-
tion on the contoured rubber cam. Staszak flipped the bow around to show how brushes on
either side of the shaft
hold it in place until you
fire. There are no strings
on cables on this drop-
away. NAP also had a

new premium drop-away on display, which incorporates
a “firing pin” action to open clamps holding the arrow
from the side. That $120 rest will support the arrow for 7
or 8 inches of travel, Staszak said, and its repeatable,
lightning fast action makes it  “the most accurate drop-
away we’ve ever made.” Find out more at (800) 323-1279
or visit www.newarchery.com.

Your source for all of your:
Bowfishing Products

Arrows and Accessories for youth and Target
Manufacturers of Quality Archery Products ~ 1-800-551-3076
info@cajunarchery.com · www.cajunarchery.com · Since 1963
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Innerloc Broadheads marks its 20th anniversary this year and is celebrating
by taking a fresh look at outdoor programming with its “Innerloc’s Out There”TV
hunting show. Innerloc’s Out There will debut on the men’s channel mid-summer
of 2007 and will be hosted by Corey Brossman.The show will go beyond standard
whitetail deer hunts to include just about every game species in America includ-
ing gators and a variety of bowfishing targets you don’t normally see.

Known for its broadheads Innerloc introduced high-tech bowfishing heads
in 2006. Kevin Sullivan, Vice President of Innerloc is shown here holding one of
Innerloc’s Grapple Points which is designed with a small closed diameter to min-
imize the damage to the fish upon entry yet which opens up to a 2 ¾ inch diam-
eter when the fish is retrieved for maximum holding power, especially important
when battling a large fish. Call (706) 782-5863 or visit www.innerloc.com for more
information on Innerloc’s com-
plete line of broadheads and fish-
ing points.

“New for 2007 is our Pantera,” said Jake Richmond, Assistant General
Manager R&D/Pro Staff Coordinator for Martin Archery. “The Pantera is 35
inches axle to axle with a 7 inch brace height and an IBO speed of 310 feet per
second. It has everything the hunter needs without the high price tag normal-
ly associated with a bow of this quality.The Bengal has been updated for 2007
with a new modular riser design which opens the door for reduced cost which
is passed along to the dealer making the Bengal an incredible value without
sacrificing the clean lines or solid performance for which Martin is famous.
Realtree APG is also our new camo pattern which is available on all of our
bows.” Other new bows in Martin’s line are the Cheetah which is a short com-
pact hunting bow and the Leopard which delivers big performance for the
short draw archer. Martin Archery has a complete line of target and hunting
compounds for every need and budget as well as a line of traditional bows
and archery accessories. For information on all of Martin's products call (800)
541-8902 or visit Martin's web site at www.martinarchery.com.
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Shamus Terry,
Salesman for
Vortex watches as
dealers take the
opportunity to try
out the various
Vortex models of
binoculars and rifle
scopes. The Viper
and Diamond rifle
scope lines are new
this year. Both are
argon-gas purged
and fully multi-
coated with one-piece alloy tubes and click adjustments as opposed to friction
adjustments.The Viper also has an instant reset feature on the turret and a spring
loaded scale. Both scopes offer upscale features at a lower price point.

The Vanquish binoculars has been nicknamed “the bowhunters buddy”. The
Vanquish brings high performance at a relatively low cost thanks to a reverse
Porro prism design and its high density glass delivers a bright wide field that
stays sharp from near to far. The Vanquish comes in 8x26 and 10x26 lightweight
models that can be easily handled with one hand.To learn more about the Vortex
line and how they can fill your optic needs call (800) 426-0048 or check out
www.vortexoptics.com.
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The Truglo booth was a con-
stant flurry of activity as dealers
reviewed Truglo’s product line and
placed their orders for the upcom-
ing year. Truglo’s Razor Sight series
drew much attention as a new con-
cept in sight design. The Razor Sight
(artwork shown below) uses vertical
blade technology which eliminates
exposed fiber optics and conven-
tional sight pins.The aiming dots are
projected onto a vertical piece of
stainless steel polished to a mirror
finish and are individually
adjustable. The sight also includes a
rheostat light for the hunter who
wants the brightest pins under all

conditions. The Razor Sight comes in a standard and micro-
adjust models. Truglo’s pendulum sight series has been com-
pletely redesigned and outfitted with ball bearings ensuring
smooth operation. Truglo sights are available with either an
optional light source or TFO sight pins that glow with tritium
gas. For the crossbow hunter Truglo offers a variable scope
that is adjusted to the speed of the bow. Sighting the bow in
at 20 yards automatically calibrates the scope to longer dis-
tances as well. Contact Truglo for information by calling (888)
887-8456 or check the web site at www.truglo.com.

The rapid and
often dramatic
change in bow
designs has kept the
bow press manufac-
turers jumping to
keep up. Erickson’s
M a n u f a c t u r i n g
stays on top of the
latest changes by
offering its Big
Squeeze Limb Fork
Attachment. The
attachment is for
use with the AR
Velocity, the PSE
Mach X and
BowTech’s Guardian
or any bow or cross-
bow limb that is 1 ½ inch or wider. The Limb Fork can be easily added to Erickson’s
bow press by removing the wheels and using the forks in their place.

Al Bruska, left and Curt Erickson stand behind Erickson’s Big Squeeze Bow
Press. The press can be adjusted to handle bows from 20 inch to 48 inch in length.
The highly versatile bow press handles a wide variety of bows and with modifica-
tions will handle future bows as well. Erickson also offers a complete line of fully
adjustable bow display racks that let the dealer make maximum use of their display
space. Phone (763) 682-3665 or go to www.archerhunter.com for details on all of
the equipment that Erickson offers.

BITZENBURGER

“World’s Finest
Fletching Tool For 

Over 50 Years”

Sold through Authorized
Distributors & Dealers

BITZENBURGER
MACHINE & TOOL INC.

13060 Lawson Rd.
Grand Ledge, MI 48837

Phone/Fax (517) 627-8433

888-724-5697
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